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A botanical print
One of the biggest trends in outdoor decor, and a

boon to al fresco home entertaining, is deep, comfortable
seating. We’re seeing roomy sofas and chairs with all the
style and finish chops of indoor furniture. RH Modern has
the Balmain collection, designed by Australian brothers
Harrison and Nicholas Condos. Inspired by the lines of
the Sydney Harbour Bridge, the modern, minimalist
pieces include sofas, swivel chairs and ottomans, with ei-
ther teak or aluminum frames, and can be custom-cov-
ered in hundreds of performance-grade fabrics.

Another chic option at RH Modern: the Positano chair.
Milan-based Toan Nguyen created a contemporary twist
on basket-weave with an oversize, woven teak frame that
makes a comfy lounger for an entertaining-oriented out-
door space. Anchoring the outdoor entertainment zone
with furniture and a rug is important, but don’t forget
lighting. Lamps Plus has a chandelier with a weathered-
zinc finish and a trio of seeded-glass shades for a soft il-
lumination. At Uttermost, find a collection of hand-carved
slate and hammered copper indoor/outdoor table lamps
by designer Carolyn Kinder of St Petersburg, Florida.
Tableware is another area where manufacturing advance-
ments have led to higher quality outdoor products.

Los Angeles-based Merritt has a collection of marble-
printed dinnerware that closely resembles the real thing,
with heft and pattern depth we haven’t associated with
melamine before. A botanical print edged with a bamboo
motif has the look and feel of fine china.

World Market has acrylic highball glasses that look
like cut crystal, “One of the best parts of summer is the
chance to do some outdoor entertaining,” says Todd
Childs, assistant homes editor at Southern Living maga-
zine. “Give your dining room the summer off. Invite some
friends over and take the fun outside.”— AP

Photos provided by Frontgate show the Montserrat woven dining chair which takes style notes from a traditional Colonial-era wing chair; it’s an outdoor option of
the classic indoor piece.

Photo provided by Anthropologie shows
a rattan bar cart with French bistro style
elements, which adds flair to the back-
yard or city terrace outdoor space.

Photo provided by Jenna Rammell shows Article’s Lisse teak dining table.

Photo shows Merritt’s melamine dinnerware which combines design elements
of fine tableware with weather resistance, making it a good option for those look-
ing to enhance their outdoor entertaining game using goods with a more elevated
style and substance.

Photo provided by Anthropologie shows British designer
Tracey Boyd’s ceramic stools.

Photo provided by Merritt shows the Botanica Bamboo plates. Mer-
ritt’s Botanica Bamboo pattern evokes tropical flora and fauna in
rich hues.Photo provided by Article shows the Bali pendant light fixture.


